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1. Purpose. To establish policy and procedures for the assignment of enlisted pregnant service
members. Pregnant Sailors are fully participating members of our Navy team and deserve every
opportunity to continue their careers and advancement progression while serving our country.

2. Discussion. Previous policy mandated pregnant Sailors assigned to sea duty were reassigned
to shore duty in excess of an activity's manpower requirement, and those who were extended on
shore duty were assigned in excess of an activity's manpower requirement. Although pregnant
Sailors may have specific medical limitations and restrictions concerning their assigned duties,
they can contribute to an activity's mission and perform viable work.

3. Action. Effective immediately, the following guidance is provided:

a. Sailors who are made available for reassignment from sea duty due to pregnancy shall be
issued orders to a valid manpower requirement at a shore duty activity. 

(1) Sailors reassigned to shore duty for a pregnancy tour will NOT negotiate for orders
via the normal MyNavy Assignment (MNA) process. 

(2) Upon receipt of an DP availability report, Rating Detailers (RDs) are directed to
contact their Rating Evaluator (RE), who will identify a priority shore duty job and make it 
available in the MNA Placement Category. There is no limit on the number of pregnant Sailors 
who can be assigned to an activity. REs shall place a reservation on the billet for the Sailor, 
minimizing the potential of the job being utilized for a different Sailor. 

(3) Orders will normally be written to detach the Sailor within 30-days ofreceipt of the
availability report and the orders will be written for a two-year assignment. Orders should be 
released within five business days of receipt of the availability report. 

(a) Tour length waivers for a pregnancy assignment are not required.

(4) Sailors will not normally attend training enroute to the shore duty assignment.








